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1 Introduction 

This report provides an overview of the condition of the ancient woodland within the ownership of Harting 
Parish Council known as The Warren, which includes a part of the Wace Plantation. Some comments have 
been made on the area known as South Gardens, which has been labelled as Zone 5, although not being an 
area of ancient woodland it is outside of the remit of the Woodland Trust's Ancient Woodland Restoration 
(AWR) Project and their recommendations on its management and restoration. The report therefore focuses 
on the Warren and the Wace Plantation. 

 

The report is produced as part of the Woodland Trust HLF funded Ancient Woodland Restoration Project. 
Therefore, particular focus is on recommendations relating to the restoration of ancient semi-natural 
woodland (ASNW) that is considered to be under threat from deer browsing and a lack of management 
through the AWR process. Broad recommendations are also given for the on-going management of the 
woodland i.e. deer control, thinning and replanting, and ride widening. However further detailed planning on 
these areas is beyond the remit of this project.  

 

Woodland and other habitat management in The Warren has been very limited for the last 30 years. The wood 
received some storm damage in 1987. In conservation terms this probably had a beneficial effect by opening 
up the formerly dense canopy. In the 1970s-80s local volunteers used to carry out general tree works, 
including hazel coppicing, but this practice has fallen by the wayside with little having been done since, other 
than to keep the footpaths clear.  

 

The area having become densely tree covered, Harting Parish Council has been actively addressing the public 
safety aspects of the woodland over the past 18 months to 2 years. To this end, the Council has formed a Tree 
Working Group (TWG), commissioned two tree-hazard surveys (leaf on in Aug 2017 and leaf off in Feb 2018), 
undertaken the recommended urgent tree felling and appointed two Tree Wardens, one of whose roles is to 
walk the area regularly and report any issues of concern. 

 

While the Parish Council’s primary objective is public safety, it also recognises the need for further advice and 
guidance regarding the future management of the woodland; the TWG therefore contacted the Woodland 
Trust through the AWR Project to seek further advice and support in 2017, resulting in this AWR survey and 
report. 

 

Mindful of the fact that the Warren, together with South Gardens, was donated to the Parish in 1937 '…. for 
the purpose of exercise and recreation …', the Parish Council is keen to ensure the long-term health of the 
woodland and associated flora and to improve it for wildlife so that it continues to be enjoyed by the public, 
both locals and visitors alike. The Council therefore wants to bring the woodland back into management and 
good condition and so this report marks a turning point in the management of the Warren. 

 

This report focuses on the current condition of the woodland and the management required in principle in 
each area or zone to restore this ASNW to good condition, rather than providing detailed operational and 
commercial proposals, which would form the next step and would require the involvement of a forestry 
consultant. No woodland management plans have been produced or were available to use as a baseline in 
preparing this report, however the recent tree hazard surveys and various maps were kindly provided by the 
Parish Council.   

 

The report does not constitute a full management plan, and does not qualify as a Forestry Commission 
approved, and therefore UK Forestry Standard compliant, management plan for the purposes of applying for 
felling licences and Countryside Stewardship (CS) grants. However, the report may function as a working 
document, with particular reference to ancient woodland restoration, to guide any other works, until such 
time as a felling licence and management plan are in place. It may also be used as a basis for drawing up a 
Forestry Commission (FC) approved or UKFS management plan and is useful as a baseline from which to track 
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change over time. It is important to remember that any tree felling work that is carried out in The Warren or 
which arises as a result of this report should consider the need for a felling licence as a minimum if more than 
5m3 of timber is to be felled in any calendar quarter1. Harting Parish Council was granted a 5year felling licence 
in 2017 which permits thinning of the woodland by up to 30%.  

 

1.1. Management Objectives 

The primary purpose of this report is to set out a framework of woodland management techniques by which 
the ASNW of The Warren can begin restoration towards a more diverse and robust ancient woodland ecology, 
whilst simultaneously protecting the important existing features, and achieving the owner’s own personal 
objectives for the woodland. These additionally include public access and recreational use for the local 
villagers and visitors to the village and South Downs Way, wildlife habitat, aesthetics, maintaining property 
value, providing a legacy for future generations, and a desire to cover the expenses of woodland management 
with income from its activities. It is hoped that the proposed works will in turn also make the woodland more 
resilient to climate change, disease, windthrow and provide a more robust habitat link within the wider 
landscape. 

 

This report aims to identify key features and characteristics of the Warren and suggests principles and 
interventions which can be used in managing these features and characteristics, whilst attempting to take 
practical considerations into account at all times. In addition, deer control and the thinning of ash should 
encourage the natural regeneration of other species and later stages of woodland succession that the AWR 
process entails. 

 

1.2. Woodland zones within The Warren 

For the purposes of this Ancient Woodland Restoration (AWR) survey, The Warren has been divided into four 
compartments or zones. These zones are primarily based on several distinct areas within the woodland, 
including a narrow strip of the Harting Downs SSSI along the western edge of the woodland (Zone 2), and the 
south east quarter of the woodland is an area of replanted woodland known as The Wace Plantation (Zone 3) , 
the majority of which lies to the east of the road B2146, but have also been defined by woodland of similar 
type, canopy composition and requiring particular woodland management, such as the north east quarter 
which predominantly comprises an area of dense ash regeneration and has been designated Zone 4. 

 

2 Context 

2.1. Ancient Woodlands 

The Warren and the Wace Plantation are shown as ancient semi-natural woodland (ASNW) on the Forestry 
Commission's 2015 inventory for the site. Ancient woodland is a classification given to sites within England 
that are generally considered to have had continuous woodland cover since at least 1600. This can be 
established through the use of a variety of historical documentation such as old maps or records or physical 
evidence on site, including particular specialist woodland species known as ancient woodland indicators (see 
7.2 Ecology for further information) and archaeological features. These sites provide habitats which are 
amongst the most biodiverse in the UK, due to their relative lack of disturbance over centuries. Therefore, 
those that remain are a precious resource that require protection and careful management.  

 

2.1.1. ASNW 

Ancient semi-natural woodlands (ASNW) are ancient woodlands which are not thought to have had their 
naturally established tree species replaced by plantation trees, on the whole. 

 

 

 

                                           
1 No felling license is required for the felling of less than 5m3 per calendar quarter, or of trees with diameters of 8 cm or 

less, 10 cm or less for thinnings, or 15cm or less for cutting coppice, when measured at 1.3m height. 
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2.1.2. PAWS 

PAWS are those ancient woodlands where the natural broadleaf (within southern Britain) mix of trees and 
shrubs has been replaced by plantations, usually (but not exclusively) consisting of non-native conifers. This 
process, and the ongoing establishment of the plantation, can have a variety of negative impacts upon the 
woodland, to a greater or lesser extent, depending upon the establishment methods used, species involved, 
success in establishment and so on. 

 

2.2. Ancient Woodland Restoration 

The Woodland Trust’s approach to Ancient Woodland Restoration can be summarised as follows: 

The approach starts from the premise that all PAWS are likely to retain some of the ecological and 
archaeological value from their ancient woodland origin. 
We advocate two operational phases, which may occur at the same time within different parts of the 
woodland:  

1. Maintain and enhance remnant ancient woodland features by reducing immediate threats to 
their survival. This process may take some years.  

2. Make long term improvement to the general ecological value of the site, by gradually shifting 
the canopy towards a more semi-natural species composition and structure. 

 
Planning and operations are based on site surveys, as set out within this report, that identify the type, 
distribution and condition of remnant ancient woodland features, which fit broadly into the following 
categories: 

• Ground flora and other important woodland specialist species 

• Deadwood 

• Archaeology 

• Pre-plantation trees, i.e. trees that pre-date the plantation’s establishment. These will usually 
be native species, of significant age, size, and/or have veteran characteristics. 

 
Action to conserve and enhance remnant ancient woodland features is prioritised based on the level of threat, 
with urgent and careful attention being directed to those most at risk. 
The approach is in essence about gradual change, in particular the management of light levels, as most threats 
to remnant ancient woodland features may come from either excessive shade or light. 
The emphasis is not simply on replacing the plantation crop with native trees and should seldom require rapid 
or complete removal of non-native conifers. 
 

A precautionary approach should be adopted towards all work within ancient woodland. This report identifies 
wherever possible the visible precious remnants of the ancient woodland still remaining on the site above 
ground. Where these are under threat from conifers or rhododendron, options are suggested to protect, 
secure and enhance these features. Priorities are assigned to focus on those features most threatened from 
the effects of the conifer, or those features which stand to benefit most from management. Over time, the 
hope is that the relatively homogeneous conifer stands can be transformed into a more diverse mosaic of 
tree/shrub species, ages and structure, and consequently a more biodiverse and resilient woodland in general. 
However, this report is not exhaustive in its scope, and additional features may still be found at a later date. 
Therefore, it is prudent to assume that there may be vulnerable features present within any area of 
operations, and to thus proceed with due caution at all times. 

 

The restoration process aspires to revert the woodland to its original state, insofar as this is knowable and 
achievable: the site can never be truly said to have been reverted to ASNW within a realistic timescale. 
Restoration is therefore an ongoing process, with no definite end point in mind. Rather it seeks to intervene at 
an early stage and reset the balance of the woodland’s ecology and structure, such that it becomes more 
resilient and can ultimately return towards its natural state with comparatively little input in the long term. 
Operations for the purposes of restoration should therefore decrease over time, whilst other operations, e.g. 
for timber or firewood production, may in fact increase as the woodland becomes more productive. 
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For the purposes of ancient woodland restoration within England, in general, a site is considered to be Secure, 
i.e. requiring no further intervention to prevent future threat to ancient woodland remnants, once a stocking 
level of 20% or below of the plantation species is reached. This will vary depending upon the species involved, 
practical considerations, and the objectives for each zone, e.g. where the species being removed is 
rhododendron, 100% eradication is usually the target. However, for the conifer plantation under restoration 
within this site, a maximum retention of 20% density is recommended as being appropriate. 

 

Additionally, soils within any woodland are of utmost importance to its character, health, resilience, and 
biodiversity. Soils are particularly vital within ancient woodland: it may be argued that they are in fact its most 
important extant feature. It is therefore crucial that they are taken into consideration at all stages of the 
woodland’s management, and protected wherever possible, irrespective of whether any more conspicuous 
features have been identified.  

 

Thinning of any densely shading trees should generally be done slowly and sensitively for at least the first 
operation, and thereafter should be dictated by monitoring of the woodland’s response. Thinning within each 
zone should focus initially on any key features identified as being under threat, e.g. important ground flora or 
veteran trees (see Section 5.1 Management of specific woodland features). Only once these have been 
secured, and conditions are considered suitable, e.g. the threat from bracken or bramble invasion is not high 
and there is a reasonably well-established understorey of native broadleaf, should the frequency and extent of 
thinning be increased, unless stated otherwise. In the case of thickets of invasive species such as 
rhododendron however, it is generally preferential to remove it completely within the fewest number of 
operations possible. 

 

See Section 7.1 for more on the theory and practice of ancient woodland restoration, and the history of PAWS 

within the UK. 

 

3 Site Overview 

3.1. Location & Current Use 

The Warren is a long thin parcel of woodland owned by Harting Parish Council. It is located on the steep 
northern scarp slope of Harting Down, forming a narrow north-south strip of woodland which stretches from 
the low-lying southern edge of the village of South Harting in the north up onto the downs to the south, with 
the southern edge of the woodland abutting the South Downs Way national trail. South Harting is located 5 
miles SE of Petersfield in West Sussex and in the South Downs National Park. The woodland is 5.21ha in size 
and although very narrow being only 140m wide at its widest point, it is approx.. 600m long north-south. It is 
located at grid reference SU 783 187.  

 
The Warren is now primarily a recreational area of woodland, as a result of being on the edge of a village, 
having 3 entry points at which cars can be parked, and being so close to the South Downs Way, which makes 
South Harting an access point onto this national trail. It is well used by local people, out on a lunchtime walk or 
walking their dogs, and is used on a daily basis year-round by the teachers and pre-school children of The 
Diggers Forest School. 
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Photo 1: The Warren provides a great public 
access resource with lots of public footpaths. 

Photo 2: The Warren is used daily by The Diggers Forest School, showing here the 
impacts on the woodland vegetation in the holloway of the old coach road heading 

south to Uppark. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Map 1. Location Map of the Warren, South Harting in West Sussex and the South Downs National Park 
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3.2. Local Landscape 

Although the site owned by Harting Parish Council known here as The Warren is a mere strip at 5.21ha, it is 
located within a well wooded landscape, with the vast majority of the northern scarp slope of Harting Down in 
this area being wooded. Old Copse ASNW adjoins The Warren to the west and the large proportion of The 
Wace Plantation ASNW continues on the east side of the B2146 to the east. Both of these areas of woodland 
are also designated as SSSI, being part of the Harting Down SSSI. Both to the north, in the low-lying Rother 
valley, and the south, on Harting Down, the landscape is predominantly agricultural with a mixture of arable 
and pasture. The woodland in this area is therefore largely confined now to the northern scarp slope of the 
downs, and its functionality as a contiguous wildlife corridor is therefore essential. 

 

The Warren is therefore an important piece of the jigsaw forming the link between these two larger areas of 
woodland; its condition and management are therefore extremely important in maintaining an ecologically 
rich link in which specialist woodland species can thrive and move within the wider wooded landscape. 

 

3.3. Designations 

3.3.1. Woodland Types 

Total Woodland Area: 4.85ha  

ASNW: 4.8ha including The Warren and the piece of The Wace Plantation within it 

PAWS: 0ha (The Wace Plantation , 1.15ha should probably be classified as ancient replanted woodland or 
PAWS rather than ASNW.)  

Secondary woodland: 0.05ha 

South Gardens recreational area with ponds: 0.85ha 

 

3.3.2. Designated Areas 

South Downs National Park: entire site 

SSSI: A narrow strip along the western edge of The Warren forms part of Harting Downs SSSI. 

SNCI: The rest of The Warren and The Wace Plantation have been designated SNCI (site of nature conservation 
importance) 
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Map 2. Designations Map of the Warren, South Harting, which shows the woodland and wildlife designations of the Warren and 
surrounding woodland. 
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3.4. Soils and Geology 

The Warren is situated on the scarp slope of the South Downs on a gentle north east facing slope above South 
Harting. The underlying geology of the site is chalk, and the soil is thin and well drained2.   

 

3.5. History and Public Access 

A full historic survey is beyond this report, however a few basic points regarding the woodlands' history can be 
deduced from the available maps, and the field survey carried out there.  

 

Historically, The Warren appears to have provided an access route from the village of South Harting up onto 
Harting Down, with several old tracks visibly running through the woodland. There are two tracks which run 
north-south up onto the downs and two which are oriented east-west which are visible on the western side of 
the woodland in the SSSI. Essentially the primary function of this woodland appears to have been as an access 
corridor or a thoroughfare up onto the downs.  
 
The two central north-south routes were likely to have been old coaching roads, quite possibly previous 
alternative routes of the current B2146, but other tracks may have been drovers' roads up onto the downs for 
moving sheep. Combined with 3 modern public footpaths running north-south through the woodland (parts of 
which follow the route of the old tracks) the woodland has a dense network of historic and current tracks and 
paths through it, providing great public access and good potential for opening up the woodland through 
rideside management. Each of these historic trackways is demarcated by a pair of parallel ditch and bank 
earthworks running alongside each track or associated earthworks such as a bank or cutting where the track 
has been cut into the scarp slope. 
 
Additional historic features included a pit of some description, possibly a sawpit or borrow pit on the eastern 
side of the westernmost north-south path/track.  

These features of historic, cultural and archaeological interest are shown on Map 3, the Notable Features map 
in Section 3.6 below. 

 
 

Photo 3: Old holloway or sunken track heading west through Zone 2 
SSSI. Opening up these old tracks would create lovely linear glades. 

Photo 4: Old track, possibly former route of B2146 heading south 
along boundary of Zones 1&3 

 

 
 

                                           
2  Information taken from the British Geological Survey online  geology mapping resource  

http://mapapps.bgs.ac.uk/geologyofbritain/home.html 

http://mapapps.bgs.ac.uk/geologyofbritain/home.html
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Map 3. Site Map of the Warren, South Harting, which shows the public access routes through the woodland. 
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3.6. Ecology 

Nearly the whole of The Warren is registered as ancient woodland (on the ancient woodland inventory) and is 
therefore thought to have been present continuously since at least 1600. However, the south eastern portion 
of the woodland known as The Wace Plantation should probably be classified as ancient replanted woodland 
or PAWS rather than ASNW, as it appears to be the remnant of a Victorian beech plantation, with the large 
proportion of The Wace Plantation extending to the east of the B2146. 
 
In this interesting area of ancient semi-natural woodland, the canopy is dominated by ash with beech and field 
maple, as well as occasional yew, cherry and copper beech. The north east corner of The Warren is an area of 
yew woodland. The understorey largely comprises hazel coppice which occurs throughout the woodland, 
hawthorn, holly and spindle, with much of the hazel and hawthorn being canopy height and in need of 
coppicing. Multi-stemmed field maple and ash have been recorded in some parts of the wood, suggesting they 
too were managed as coppice in the past. Little tree regeneration was noted in the canopy or understorey, but 
lots of ash seedlings were noted in the ground layer in areas throughout the woodland, showing the tendency 
of the woodland to revert to an ash-dominated stand where the canopy is opened up through thinning or 
storm damage. The woodland type, canopy and understorey composition and ground flora noted in each Zone 
is described in more detail in Section 4.2 Table 1. 
 
The ground flora is varied and interesting, although locally dominated by either dog’s mercury Mercurialis 
perennis, bramble Rubus fruticosus or ivy Hedera helix, with clumps of false brome Brachypodium sylvaticum  
in places. The grassy tracks or rides and paths provide added interest and habitat diversity to the site. Several 
ground flora species of particular interest were noted during the survey, including ramson's or wild garlic 
Allium ursinum and solomon's seal Polygonatum multiflorum, which were abundant in large parts of the 
wood. Large patches of woodruff Galium odoratum and wood anemone Anemone nemorosa were noted and 
several clumps of common spotted orchid, as well as wood melick Melica uniflora and redcurrant Ribes 
rubrum. 
 

 

 

Photo 5: Carpet of dogs' mercury in Zone 2 SSSI, plus significant 
fallen deadwood. 

Photo 6: Clumps of common spotted orchid on boundary of 
Zones 1 & 4. 

 

In May 1992 when The Warren was surveyed for the SNCI designation the following notable ground flora 
species were also recorded:  Fly Orchid (Ophrys insectifera), Common Twayblade (Listera ovata) and Broad-
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leaved Helleborine (Epipactis helleborine).  Plants such as Nettle-leaved bellflower (Campanula trachelium) 
and Agrimony (Agrimonia eupatoria) were found to be restricted to the woodland edge where there is more 
light.  
 
In 2009, when the most recent SSSI condition survey recorded Unit 1 of Harting Down SSSI (which includes The 
Warren) in favourable condition, the scarce specialist ancient woodland plant, herb Paris Paris quadrifolia was 
noted in one area. 
 

The SSSI condition survey of The Warren in 2009 commented: 

Overall, this is a good example of ash and field maple woodland with minimal intervention. There are some 
very interesting features and the current condition is good. Targets for the key attributes are met: there has 
been no loss of extent of woodland. Natural processes are proceeding with little intervention. There is still 
something of the former ash coppice structure evident but natural processes are resulting in the development 
of a more natural structure and a fairly high degree of structural diversity. There is a range of age classes 
present from young trees to very old mature trees and this provides a wide diversity of niches for 
invertebrates. There is a lot of large diameter dead wood around and features such as large rotting coppice 
stumps likely to be of value for dead wood invertebrates. Laurel is present at the far western end of the wood 
and there are a few sycamore and horse chestnut present but these do not appear to pose a threat and cover 
of exotics is well below target. The ground flora is generally typical of the woodland type. Both Polygonatum 
multiflorum (Solomon's seal) and Allium ursinum (Ramson's or wild garlic) are remarkably abundant over large 
areas which is a feature of particular interest. The scarce Paris quadrifolia (Herb Paris) was noted in one area. 
There is adequate tree regeneration to maintain canopy cover. The wood has evidence of a lot of deer and 
badger activity but there are no signs of significant adverse impacts.  
 

3.6.1. Ancient Woodland Indicators and other Important Flora 

Dating woodlands is not straightforward but some plants can indicate that a site has been wooded for a 
considerable length of time, ie many centuries. Ancient woodland indicator plants are those which are more 
commonly found in ancient woodland than in younger woodlands and are generally found in woodlands where 
there has been continuous woodland cover and undisturbed woodland soils for many centuries. They are 
therefore used as indicators that a site is ancient woodland along with other sources such as maps, the ancient 
woodland inventory and markers, such as the woodland canopy and composition. 

 

Fifteen ancient woodland indicator ground flora species were identified during the survey, with others 
potentially present but not recorded during this survey. Of these fifteen AWIs, ten species are specifically AWIs 
in the South East, which includes Sussex. Dogs mercury, holly, ramsons and woodruff were widespread, being 
found throughout the woodland.  
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Ground flora species – AWI in GB Ground flora species – AWI in the South East inc Sussex 

Honeysuckle – Lonicera periclymenum English bluebell – Hyacinthoides non-scripta 

Dogs mercury – Mercurialis perennis Redcurrant – Ribes rubrum 

Greater stitchwort – Stellaria holostea Wood spurge – Euphorbia amygdaloides 

Arum lily or Lords and ladies – Arum maculatum Holly – Ilex aquifolium 

Spindle – Euonymus europaeus Solomons seal – Polygonatum multiflorum 

 Woodruff – Galium odoratum 

 Wood anemone – Anemone nemorosa 

 Ramsons/wild garlic – Allium ursinum 

 Wood melick – Melica uniflora 

 Field maple – Acer campestre 

Total: 5 Total: 10 

Table 1, Summary of Ancient Woodland Indicator plant species (AWIs) for GB and the South East (which includes Sussex) identified 

during field survey, as collated by Keith Kirby (2004). 

 

  
 

Photo 7: Large patch of woodruff on eastern edge of Zone 2 
 

Photo 8: Fern in Zone 1 
 

 

Other AWIs recorded on the site in SSSI and SNCI citations include: 

Common twayblade orchid and fly orchid (AWIs in GB), and Herb Paris, broad leaved helleborine and nettle-
leaved bell flower (AWIs in SE). 

 

It should be noted that this is not likely to be a complete list of AWIs for these woodlands, as the survey 
focussed on the type, structure and condition of the woodlands rather than the surveying of ground flora and 
other ecological elements. Given the survey was carried out in June, some ground flora species had already 
flowered whilst in other areas the ground flora was not visible due to a dense understorey of coarse 
vegetation such as bramble. It is likely therefore that the ground flora is yet more diverse than this survey 
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would suggest and has the potential to be more abundant with increased light levels from careful thinning and 
opening up of old tracks and rideside scallops.  

 

Compaction of soil within floral hotspots should be avoided as far as possible, most particularly when sensitive 
annual plants are showing above ground. Where identified, they should be clearly marked on maps and/or on 
the ground as appropriate prior to any significant works taking place. Any maintenance works, e.g. ride cutting, 
should take place outside of flowering periods of the key flora, and are therefore usually appropriate from late 
summer. 

 

Aside from the varied and interesting woodland ground flora and the Ancient Woodland Indicators, no trees 
were identified within the woods as being significant enough to qualify as veteran or ancient trees. However, 
many mature ash and beech trees of 100 years plus were present in The Warren, all of which are an important 
habitat in their own right. Some of these could be haloed (the small trees and understorey cleared from under 
their crown) to allow them to grow on as open-crowned trees.  

 
A couple of trees of significant age and size which could be said to be notable for the site, for their cultural and 
biodiversity value, were noted; these were a tall crab apple tree on the boundary between Zones 1 and 4 and a 
large open grown beech tree just to the west of the southern tip of the woodland, which was probably a 
boundary marker tree.  A large beech stump in Zone 3 was also noted, providing good deadwood habitat and 
indicating the historic presence of beech trees of a significant size in the Wace Plantation. With a more 
detailed tree survey it is likely that potential veteran trees of the future could be identified.  
 

  

Photo 9: Crab apple tree on boundary of Zones 1 & 4, on west 
side of path 

Photo 10: Open grown beech tree (viewed from The Warren) on 
South Downs Way just west of southern tip of The Warren 
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Map 4. Notable Features Map of the Warren, South Harting, which shows the notable ecological and archaeological features of The 

Warren and the woodland zones. 
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4 Woodland Survey  

4.1. Summary of woodland condition 

The survey indicates that, in general, The Warren comprises a mature closed canopy broadleaf woodland 
which takes the form of high forest. The age structure of the trees is limited, with few young trees present in 
the canopy or sub canopy and the ground layer tree seedlings noted were primarily ash and a few beech, elder 
and hawthorn except in Zone 4, where despite the very dense stand of ash regeneration, there were 
numerous seedlings of hazel, hawthorn, rose, ash, field maple, holly and yew in the northern part of the zone.  

 

The woodland appears to have had little management in recent decades, with much of the woodland 
comprising a high forest stand of mature trees which form a closed canopy. The shrub layer is pretty well 
established but generally over-mature, with much of the hazel coppice and holly having grown to sub-canopy 
height which would benefit from a coppice cycle being reintroduced into the woodland.  

 

The woodland contains some ancient woodland features, including primarily historic trackways and associated 
earthworks as well as some diverse and interesting ancient woodland flora. These indicate that the woodland 
has an ecological and heritage value, which should be valued and nurtured.  

 

There do not appear to be any significant threats to The Warren, other than a general lack of woodland 
management, thinning and coppicing over the last 30+ years, which has resulted in the large proportion of the 
woodland being in dense shade from a closed canopy and over-mature understorey.  

 

Threats to The Warren 

 
Lack of woodland management 

The woodland would benefit from more active woodland management, which would stimulate further tree 
regeneration, address the imbalance in age structure of the trees and rejuvenate the understorey layer. 
Opening up areas of the woodland through canopy thinning, understorey coppicing, rideside scalloping and 
opening up some of the old tracks would bring more light and warmth into the woodland, resultantly 
encouraging woodland wildflowers and invertebrates including butterflies to thrive, bringing more colour and 
life into the woodland.  

 

Deer browsing 

There is obviously some deer browsing in the woodland, probably from muntjac and roe deer, but the 
browsing damage doesn't appear to be too heavy and is seemingly having no significant impact on the 
understorey or ground flora, although a further deer browsing impact assessment by the Deer Initiative would 
clarify this.   

 

The Deer Initiative provides the framework and toolkit for effective and sustainable management of wild deer 
in England and Wales. They help landowners and others to work together at a landscape scale and to Best 
Practice standards, so that deer management is effective, safe and humane. See 
www.thedeerinitiative.co.uk/about_us/ Deer culling plans and deer stalking agreements can be downloaded 
from the Deer Initiative website's best practice section 
http://www.thedeerinitiative.co.uk/best_practice/deer_management.php 

 

Chalara or ash dieback disease 

Several ash trees in Zone 3 are affected by and dying from ash dieback disease or Chalara, with dieback of the 
foliage evident in some trees as well as basal or root plate decay and stem or limb decay in other trees. 
Chalara infected trees can become affected by honey fungus or Armillaria, as they become weakened, 
resulting in basal and root plate decay and causing them to fall over. These observations are supported by the 
findings of Nigel Fagg, Arboricultural and safety consultant, who carried out a tree hazard survey for Harting 
Parish Council in February 2018. A tree hazard survey carried out by PJC Consultancy Ltd, Arboricultural and 

http://www.thedeerinitiative.co.uk/about_us/
http://www.thedeerinitiative.co.uk/best_practice/deer_management.php
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ecological consultants in August 2017 recorded ash trees in Zones 1, 3 and 5 to be suffering from crown 
dieback, with a couple of trees suffering from basal decay or stem exudation, indicating that these trees are 
suffering from Chalara, and that it is present throughout The Warren. Doing what is practicable to remove the 
diseased trees and minimise the spread through the woodland is probably the single largest threat to The 
Warren. 

 

 

 

 

  

Photo 11. Ash tree in Zone 3 with King Alfred's Cakes saprophytic fungus  
growing on it. This tree has however been infected with and died from Chalara 

(ash dieback) and has suffered secondary infection from Armillaria (honey 
fungus) which has caused root rot, hence this ash tree is leaning over. 

 

 

 

Armillaria or honey fungus 
Secondary infection of Chalara weakened trees by Armillaria seems to be occurring within The Warren, with 
basal decay or root rot prevalent, causing dead ash trees to lean or fall over.  

 
Armillaria, more commonly referred to as honey fungus, is generally present in a somewhat dormant or non-
pathogenic state in most woodlands and is generally not a big issue. It seems to infect trees as and when they 
become stressed by factors such as root compaction, mechanical damage, pests and diseases or other factors 
that otherwise open them to infection or reduce their ability to fight it off.  
 
Here in The Warren anything that can be done to promote tree health around the woodland should help to 
decrease the chance of infection by honey fungus, so soil health and mycorrhizal associations are of key 
importance here. Keeping an open airy canopy where each tree has good access to light and space and the air 
is not stagnated will help keep trees healthy, so thinning the ash trees in Zone 4 should help them stay healthy. 
 
Having said that, it is may be worth remembering that presumably honey fungus plays an important role in the 
ecosystem by removing dysfunctional trees, providing deadwood habitat, recycling nutrients, opening up 
canopy space etc. Attempting to remove it or the infected soil would do more harm than good, particularly in 
terms of soil disturbance in an ancient woodland, so would not be recommended. 

 

Use of The Warren by The Diggers Forest School and the BMX track makers 
The use of the woodland by The Diggers Forest School and the BMX track makers have not been included here 
as threats to The Warren, but their use of and impact on the woodland is of concern, and is discussed in more 
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detail in the section Other management recommendations on page 29 of this report, which includes 
paragraphs entitled Comment on the use of The Warren by The Diggers Forest School and Comment on the use 
of The Warren by the BMX riders and track makers on pages 29 and 30. 
 

4.2. Key woodland survey findings 

The table below summarises the key findings of the woodland survey carried out on19th June 2018. The 
numbered zones  are shown on Maps 4 and 5. The Zones identified and used here are based on distinct areas 
within the woodland, including a narrow strip of the Harting Downs SSSI along the western edge of the 
woodland (Zone 2), and the south east quarter of the woodland is an area of replanted woodland known as 
The Wace Plantation (Zone 3) , the majority of which lies to the east of the road B2146, but have also been 
defined by woodland of similar type, canopy composition and requiring particular woodland management, 
such as the north east quarter which predominantly comprises an area of dense ash regeneration and has 
been designated Zone 4. They are not derived from any established compartments. However, they may still be 
of use for broader management prescriptions in future plans.   

 

The level of threat to ancient woodland features has been classified as Secure; In a robust condition with no 
significant threat at this stage; Threatened: Unlikely to be lost in short term but gradually declining with 
improvements to woodland habitat required to increase abundance or robustness, or Critical; significant and 
immediate threat where urgent remedial action required.  Text highlighted in green indicates proposed 
management work. 
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Zone Description & Condition 
Conifer 
Species 

Broadleaf 
Species 

Shrub 
Species 

Floral Species Other Important Features Specific Threats Threat Level3 

1 

The Warren Zone 1 forms the central part of the woodland 
site. 
It is an interesting area of ancient semi-natural woodland 
(ASNW) which has been designated a SNCI. The canopy is ash 
dominated with beech and field maple, as well as occasional 
yew, cherry and copper beech, and an understorey of hazel 
coppice, hawthorn, holly and spindle; much of the hazel and 
hawthorn is canopy height and in need of coppicing. The 
ground flora is varied and interesting, though often 
dominated by dogs mercury or bramble. Little other tree 
regeneration was noted in the canopy or understorey, but 
lots of ash seedlings were noted in the ground layer. 

Yew Beech, ash, 
field maple, 
cherry, holly 

Hawthorn, 
hazel, holly, 
privet, 
spindle, 
elder, 
gooseberry, 
redcurrant, 
bramble, 
dog rose,  

Wild clematis, 
dogs 
mercury, 
ground elder, 
ramsons/wild 
garlic, arum 
lily, wood 
melick, false 
brome, 
common 
spotted 
orchid 

Sunken old coach road in 
gulley with steep earth banks 
either side leads south from 
the southern edge of South 
Harting through South 
Gardens up through The 
Warren. A public footpath 
runs parallel to this old track 
just to the W. A second path 
which runs N-S along the 
eastern edge of the zone. 

Dense shade from 
closed canopy and over-
mature understorey, as 
a result of a lack of 
woodland management, 
thinning and coppicing. 
Some deer browsing 
evident, though 
seemingly having no 
significant impact on the 
understorey or ground 
flora. 

Threatened 

2 

The Warren Zone 2 forms a very narrow strip on the western 
edge of the woodland site, alongside, above and W of the 
main N-S footpath through the site. It is ASNW and forms 
part of the Harting Downs SSSI. 
The canopy is predominantly ash, beech and field maple, 
with the occasional yew. The understorey comprises holly, 
spindle & over-mature hazel coppice. The ground flora is 
varied and interesting, with patches of woodruff, 
ramsons/wild garlic and wood spurge as well as bramble. 
Little tree regeneration was noted in the canopy or 
understorey, but lots of ash seedlings were noted in the 
ground layer. 

Yew Beech, ash, 
field maple, 
cherry, holly 

Hawthorn, 
hazel, holly, 
spindle, 
bramble, 
dog rose,  

Dogs 
mercury, 
ramsons/ 
wild garlic, 
wood melick, 
woodruff 

This thin strip of woodland is 
crossed by what appear to be 
two old tracks, possibly coach 
or drovers' roads, each sunken 
with earth banks either side, 
which lead from the main N-S 
route through & out of the 
woodland to the W. Both are 
now fairly overgrown, but if  
the trees and hazel were 
coppiced they would create 
lovely linear glades. 

Dense shade from 
closed canopy and over-
mature understorey, as 
a result of a lack of 
woodland management, 
thinning and coppicing  

Threatened 

3 

The Warren Zone 3 forms the SE corner of the woodland site. 
It is a stand of predominantly 30-60y old beech, which forms 
the W edge of Wace Plantation, the rest being on the E side 
of the B2146. It is shown as ASNW on FC map, but is more 
likely to be replanted ASNW & may have been planted in 
Victorian times. It is designated a SNCI. The canopy is 
predominantly beech with some ash, some of which is  dead, 

- Beech, ash Sycamore & 
field maple 
saplings, 
hazel 
coppice, 
bramble, 
ivy 

Ivy, dogs 
mercury, 
ramsons/wild 
garlic, wood 
anemone, 
woodruff, 
false brome 

There is a public footpath that 
runs N-S through the centre of 
the zone. There is a large 
beech stump towards the S 
end of the zone indicating it 
has been a beech plantation 
for over 150 years. The W 

Threat of Chalara or ash 
dieback disease  to ash 
trees in Zone 3 and 
threat of spread 
throughout woodland 
and to neighbouring 
woodlands. 

Threatened 

                                           
3 
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dying or diseased and suffering from dieback as a result of 
Chalara or ash dieback and resultant Armillaria  or honey 
fungus infection of the roots. There is generally limited 
understorey aside from the odd sycamore & field maple 
sapling, though in the west central part of the zone is an area 
of over-mature hazel coppice. The ground flora is also 
limited, including a few beech seedlings and large patches of 
wood anemone and woodruff.  

   edge of the zone is 
characterised by a steep slope 
up to Zone 1 and the footpath. 

Dense shade from 
closed canopy and over-
mature understorey, as 
a result of a lack of 
woodland management, 
thinning and coppicing 

4 

The Warren Zone 4 forms the NE corner of the woodland 
site, to the E of the N-S footpath which runs long the E edge 
of Zone 1, and N of the layby off B2146. It is also ASNW and 
part of the SNCI. It is characterised by a very steep slope on 
the E edge down to the road, the B2146 for much of its 
length. 
A tree hazard survey was carried out in this zone, as 
throughout the wood, but the surveyor had to be roped up! 
Woodland management in the very steep part of the zone is 
therefore not possible unless the trees are roped up and 
winched out. Only absolutely necessary tree work for public 
or road safety reasons should be carried out in this area, 
which will otherwise be left as a non-intervention area. 
The S 2/3 of the zone comprises a stand of 30y old 
regenerated ash, tall thin and dense, with some beech & field 
maple, while the N third is an area of dense yew woodland. 
The understorey is surprisingly diverse given the dense 
regenerated ash & includes hawthorn, hazel coppice, field 
maple, holly, spindle, redcurrant & bramble. Much of the 
hazel and hawthorn is canopy height and in need of 
coppicing. The ground flora is varied and interesting, 
including  solomons seal, wood spurge, woodruff and 
common spotted orchid, though bramble and ivy dominate 
in some areas. 

Yew Ash, beech, 
field maple 

Hawthorn, 
hazel 
coppice, 
holly, field 
maple, 
spindle, 
bramble,  
redcurrant, 
wood 
spurge  

Solomons 
seal, 
woodruff, 
common 
spotted 
orchid, false 
brome, dogs 
mercury, 

The layby off the western side 
of B2146 may have been the 
point where the old track 
entered the wood; this track 
may have been the old route 
of the B2146.  

Dense shade from dense 
stand of regenerated 
ash, as a result of a lack 
of woodland 
management/thinning  
Threat of ash dieback 
disease spreading to 
stand of ash trees in 
Zone 4 

Threatened 

5 

Zone 5 comprises South Gardens at the northern end of The 
Warren. This is a recreational area comprising a large area of 
shortcut grass in the centre of the zone with a childrens' play 
area, an avenue of trees along the eastern edge with an area 
of shrubs at the northern end, and two large ornamental 
ponds on the western edge. There is a line of trees along  the 
eastern side of the ponds and shrubs along the western side 
of them. Three large horse chestnut trees in the central area 

Wellingt
onia 

Beech, 
willows,  ash, 
horse 
chestnut, 
wild cherry, 
field maple 

Privet, 
dogwood  

 Two large ornamental ponds 
on the western edge of the 
South Gardens. 

The pond habitat is 
threatened by the large 
number of carp present 
in both ponds plus the 
shade and leaf litter and 
associated 
eutrophication from 
overhanging trees and 

Threatened 
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were felled earlier in 2018 having been identified as posing a 
public safety risk. There is a belt of trees and shrubs along the 
northern boundary of the zone. 

shrubs around the edge 
of the ponds 

Table 2. Key findings of The Warren woodland survey, including details on the woodland composition and condition of each zone, the tree shrub and ground flora species present, and important 
features and specific threats in each zone
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5 Woodland management recommendations 

The survey indicates that, in general, the Warren and The Wace Plantation have had little management in recent 
decades, and as a result the canopy is near-continuous and largely high forest, so that even the hawthorn and hazel 
understorey are 5-6m high. It is likely that, in part at least, the trees and understorey are very tall because they have 
been drawn up by a high density of trees competing for light. 

 

The woodland as a whole would benefit from a light thinning across much of the site, and a heavier thin in some 
areas, such as the area of dense ash regeneration in Zone 4. Thinning the ash in Zone 4 would improve the health of 
the remaining ash trees as a result of less competition, more light and better air circulation, and would hopefully 
reduce the incidence of ash dieback infection. Improving the growing conditions of trees improves their health and 
resistance to disease, thereby decreasing the chance of infection by tree diseases. In some areas, such as Zone 3, it 
would be good to increase tree density either through nurturing and protecting natural regeneration or by 
supplementing it with the planting of young standard trees.  

 

  

Photo 12: The northern end of Zone 4 is an area of dense yew-
dominant woodland. Other trees could be thinned, but dense yew 

stands are native to the South Downs. 

Photo 13: The southern part of Zone 4 is an area of dense ash 
regeneration with trees up to 20m tall, This area would benefit from 

thinning. 

 

There is a dense network of public footpaths, with three running north-south through the site. Two (possibly all 
three) of these public footpaths follow the route of old tracks, possibly coach roads or drovers' roads up onto the 
downs, but for the most part these tracks have become overgrown so that only a narrow path remains. Opening up 
the old tracks to their full original width would allow light in so they had a more open sunny nature, and effectively 
create linear glades through the woodland along which sun-loving species such as woodland wildflowers and 
butterflies could move into the wood and thrive. 

 

A variety of conditions within a woodland created by a variety of woodland habitats in turn leads to an increase in 
the variety of woodland wildlife which uses and lives in the wood. Coppicing back the trees and understorey along 
the edge of rides or along the route of old tracks, would create warm open and sunny conditions on a rotational 
basis, allowing wildflowers and invertebrates to thrive. This process would simultaneously regenerate and 
reinvigorate the shrub and understorey layer, including the hazel coppice which is an integral part of the woodland 
structure. 

 

Ride-widening or scalloping would be an interesting way to open up the woodland and let the light in given the 
limited size, without significantly impacting on the nature of the woodland. In some places, rideside scalloping has 
begun where dangerous pathside trees have been removed. These scallops could be made bigger, longer or 
enhanced to create mini rideside glades on alternate sides of the path or ride. 
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Photo 14: Old track, possibly former route of B2146 on the boundary 
between Zones 1&3, could easily be opened up by coppicing the 
hazel every 10 years to create a linear glade on a rotational basis. 

Photo 15: Rideside scallop has been created on the boundary of 
Zones 1&2 through the felling of unsafe pathside trees. This could 

be further enhanced by coppicing the hazel. 

 

Increasing light levels in some areas through thinning, ride-widening and glade creation would enable natural 
regeneration of the shrub layer, regrowth of the hazel stools, and an increase in tree seedling germination and 
natural regeneration of the woodland. 

 

 

 

Photo 16: Carpet of ash seedlings indicating good natural regeneration 
and very little deer browsing at north end of Zone 2 SSSI. 

Photo 17: Ash, field maple and oak seedlings indicating good 
natural regeneration at north end of Zone 4 

 

Although there appears to be little deer browsing, with apparently no significant impact on the woodland 
understorey and regeneration, a deer impact assessment may be useful. The Deer Initiative are able to carry out 
these assessments. 
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5.1. Specific woodland restoration and management operations recommended 

The table below sets out the woodland management operations recommended in each Zone, together with a rough 
timescale for the works. These operations are prioritised within each zone, with 1 being the highest priority. A table 
can be found in Appendix A which summarises the timescales used to assign the priorities for work. These timescales 
are intended as a guide only. Prior to any operations commencing, the light levels and ground cover should be 
reviewed, with particular reference to bramble and bracken along with the responses of any important individual 
trees. Timings should then be adjusted accordingly. 

 

All trees and shrubs planted should be sourced from local provenance stock wherever possible, checking they are 
disease-free. 
 

Zone 
Level of 
Threat 

Proposed Management Operations 
Overall 
Priority 1-5 

Specific 
Timescale 

1 Threatened 

Ride widening and rideside  scalloping  along N-S path along western edge of Zone 1 
by coppicing trees and understorey, including hazel  coppice . 
Extend, enlarge or complete those scallops started with the removal of unsafe trees 
and coppice understorey within those scallops. 
Open up old N-S track along eastern edge of Zone 1 to create linear glade and sun-lit 
wildlife corridor by coppicing trees and understorey, including hazel  coppice . 

2 2018/19 

Re-establish an understorey layer in areas of dense high forest by thinning the 
canopy & coppicing the understorey. 
Thin poor trees, those which are dying, diseased, weak, too close or have poor form.  
Layer hazel & coppice if canopy sufficiently open, establishing a 10 year rotation 
around The Warren with 20% coppiced every other year 
Coppice hawthorn and holly where tall and leggy and reaching for the canopy, where 
canopy sufficiently open. 

3  

Tree planting not necessary  because natural regeneration is good 
Allow natural regeneration of understorey, shrub layer and ground flora & encourage 
and protect establishment of tree saplings, revealing full potential of seed bank for 
tree and wildflower regeneration. Ash regeneration should be thinned and controlled 
so doesn't become dominant. 
 

4  

Cut an area of bramble back each year on a 10 year rotation to prevent dominance. 4  

Dead trees can be left as standing deadwood if disease-free and do not pose a risk to 
the public in their proximity to a footpath. 

4  

2 

Threatened 

Rideside  scalloping  along  footpath at N end of Zone 2 by coppicing trees and 
understorey, including hazel  coppice . 
Open up two old E-W tracks which cross Zone 2 mid-way, to create linear glades and 
sun-lit wildlife corridors by coppicing trees and understorey, including hazel  coppice . 

2 2018/19 

Threatened 

Re-establish an understorey layer in areas of dense high forest by thinning the 
canopy & coppicing the understorey. 
Thin poor trees, those which are dying, diseased, weak, too close or have poor form.  
Layer hazel & coppice if canopy sufficiently open, establishing a 10 year rotation 
around The Warren with 20% coppiced every other year 
Coppice hawthorn and holly where tall and leggy and reaching for the canopy, where 
canopy sufficiently open. 

3  

Threatened 

Tree planting not necessary  because natural regeneration is good 
Allow natural regeneration of understorey, shrub layer and ground flora & encourage 
and protect establishment of tree saplings, revealing full potential of seed bank for 
tree and wildflower regeneration. Ash regeneration should be thinned and controlled 
so doesn't become dominant. 

4  

Threatened Cut an area of bramble back each year on a 10 year rotation to prevent dominance. 4  

Threatened 
Dead trees can be left as standing deadwood if disease-free and do not pose a risk to 
the public in their proximity to a footpath. 

4  

3 Threatened 

Fell & remove diseased ash trees from central area of Zone 3, and use/sell  only as 
firewood being careful to minimise handling so as not to spread any contained 
disease.  
Seek specialist  tree disease advice from WT or FC to confirm presence of Chalara on 
site. Survey rest of The Warren for diseased trees suffering from Chalara and/or 
honey fungus . 

1 2018 
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Open up area in central west part of Zone 3 to create glade by felling diseased ash 
trees, coppicing and layering hazel and coppicing/thinning other trees. 

2 2018/19 

Open up the canopy through selective thinning to encourage natural regeneration of 
trees, understorey, shrub layer and ground flora.  
Thin poor trees, those which are dying, diseased, weak, too close or have poor form. 
Increase density of standard trees in Zone 3 by protecting tree saplings and if 
necessary after 5 years, planting young oak, field maple and beech trees, using whips 
or 3 foot bare root stock. 

4  

Threatened 
If regeneration of understorey fails, it would be beneficial to aid understorey 
establishment with plantings of hazel, midland hawthorn, field rose and spindle with 
seedlings sourced from elsewhere in the wood or otherwise local provenance stock. 

4  

4 

Threatened 

The very steep part of Zone 4 should be left as a non-intervention area, because 
woodland management is not possible unless the trees are roped up and winched 
out. Only absolutely necessary tree work for road and public safety reasons should be 
carried out in this area.  

1  

Heavily thin tall dense stand of regenerated ash at S end of Zone 4, leaving those 
with good form which could go on to produce a good timber crop. This thinning 
should help improve balance and diversity of canopy in Zone 4, improve disease 
resistance and encourage the understorey as a result of increased light levels. 

2 2019 

Threatened Cut an area of bramble back each year to prevent dominance. 4  

Threatened 
Dead trees can be left as standing deadwood if disease-free and do not pose a risk to 
the public in their proximity to a footpath. 

4  

5 

Threatened 

Contractors to complete the removal of the lower branches from the avenue of trees, so 
the branches are cut back to 2cm from the main trunk. Local villagers could extract the 
useable firewood before the contractors chip the remaining brash and that stashed 
against the boundary fences  on the E and N sides of the site. Use the chip as mulch in 
borders or amenity areas, not next to the avenue where woodland ground flora could be 
encouraged. 

1 2018 

   

Remove the timber from the 3 felled horse chestnut trees and sell the timber for 
firewood to help with the cost of the tree work. 

1 2018    

Threatened 

Plant a row or belt of aesthetically-pleasing native woodland  shrubs along the eastern 
boundary of South Gardens just inside the fence, and enhance the belt of shrubs along 
the N boundary. Species could include privet, spindle, guelder rose, wayfaring tree, 
dogwood and dog rose, which have attractive flowers, berries or winter stem colour. 

3  

   

Threatened 

Remove the lower branches from the line of trees along the eastern edge of the 
southern pond to reduce the shading of the pond and the quantity of leaf litter which 
falls  into the pond each winter.  

2 2018 
   

Contact the Pond Conservation Trust or local Wildlife Trust and request a Pond 
restoration and management plan for both ponds. 

2 2018    

To improve the ecological value of the ponds, I would recommend removing all of the 
carp from both ponds, perhaps with a village competition and feast. Carp will eat all 
other smaller fish, amphibians and invertebrates , destroying the ecological balance in 
the ponds. 

3  

   

Threatened 
Following a management plan, any trees, willows or shrubs should gradually be removed 
from the ponds, and some of the nutrient-rich silt  and leaf litter removed on a gradual 
basis , with no more than a thirds of the pond disturbed in any one year. 

3  
   

Table 3. Proposed woodland management operations 
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Map 5. Woodland Management Recommendations Map for the Warren, South Harting, which shows the location and scope of proposed 
woodland restoration work 
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5.2. Other management recommendations  

 
Hazardous trees from a public safety viewpoint 
In addition to the findings of the two Tree Hazard surveys which have been carried out in The Warren during the past 
year, a couple of other trees were noted during the AWR survey which could pose a health and safety risk to the 
general public using the site. A beech was noted as leaning and bending right over the westernmost path just south 
of the pit noted. It may be advisable to remove this stem completely. A lovely crab apple tree (the only one noted in 
the whole woodland) was leaning and bending right over the path because it has grown up very tall and spindly, with 
a lot of top growth which has weighed down the crown. It would be good to reduce the crown of this tree, so it 
doesn't split and destroy itself. The locations of these trees are marked on Map 4. Notable Features Map of the 
Warren. 

 
Extraction of timber from site & Use of timber locally 
Tree felling, thinning work could be carried out in winter if ground conditions are appropriate, or otherwise in 
summer if precautions are taken not to fell trees with birds' nests in. If felling work takes place in winter when 
extraction is not feasible, the timber could be left and stacked in the wood and removed the next summer when the 
tracks are dry enough for vehicle access. 
 
The wood can be accessed by vehicle from 3 entry points; via the car park lane into the north end of South Gardens, 
from the layby off the B2146 mid-way down the eastern side of the wood, or from the layby parking area at the 
southern end of the wood adjacent to the South Downs Way. The main track which runs down the western side of 
the wood is wide enough for a Land Rover or tractor and trailer, and so offers an extraction route when ground 
conditions are good and dry. The eastern path from the layby on the eastern side to the southern exit could be 
widened and the old track re-established to create a second ride and extraction route, enabling extraction from The 
Wace Plantation. If vehicle access or timber extraction across South Gardens was a concern, the ground could be 
protected with brash mats, although I am sure if done carefully when the ground was dry should cause minimal 
damage. 
 
Most timber harvested from The Warren will only be suitable for firewood or as woodfuel. The more locally the 
timber can be used the lower the proportion of income will be spent on transport. I understand a local landowner 
has a woodfuel boiler and is taking the three horse chestnut trees felled in South Gardens. He could be a potential 
customer for further firewood grade timber felled in The Warren. Otherwise smaller quantities of small diameter 
timber such as the high pruning loppings in South Gardens or hazel from renovation coppicing of the rideside hazel 
stools may be of use to local villagers as firewood if a small tractor and trailer were taken up into the wood to collect 
it. 
 
Comment on ivy on trees  
Ivy is a valuable component of woodland ecosystems as it is an early source of nectar in the spring of benefit to 
invertebrates as well as providing year-round shelter and nesting habitat to small birds and bats. Where a tree is 
healthy it poses no risk to the health of the tree and should be left intact. It is only when the mass of ivy in the crown 
becomes very large and heavy it can act as a sail and potentially cause old weak trees to fall as a result. Like all 
aspects of the woodland, ivy needs to be managed but only to a very limited extent, and it should be left intact as 
much as possible. 
 
Comment on the use of The Warren by The Diggers Forest School 
There is apparently open access or public access through the wood for the general public. The Diggers Forest School 
has taken this access to include all users, however where the use of the woodland is a commercial use by a business, I 
would think it prudent and important that a discussion and agreement is made between the business and the 
woodland owner, Harting Parish Council so that all parties are clear about the use and continuity of use is secured for 
the business. 
 
It is great to see the woodland being so well used and by pre-school children, togged up in their coats, waterproof 
trousers and wellies, and it would be a great shame if they did not continue to use it, but their use of it is impacting 
on the vegetation cover and woodland soils, particularly in the areas of frequent usage.  
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Perhaps an agreement could be made to rotate the areas of usage to reduce their impact on the site or avoid soil 
erosion, or alternatively for their general use to be limited to a sacrificial area if possible. Perhaps an agreement 
should be made where the commercial business that is The Diggers Forest School pays for their use of this 
community woodland resource, either in monetary terms to help pay for the maintenance and restoration of the 
areas they most frequently use, or in kind, through assistance in its management, perhaps through coppice working 
parties? It is a difficult situation but I think it is important that their use of and impact on the woodland is discussed 
openly with them, so that their use of the woodland can be ongoing but also sustainable. 
 
Comment on the use of The Warren by the BMX riders and track makers 
The majority of the BMX track made lies within the SSSI owned by Harting Parish Council, however the use of and 
impact on the woodland does appear to have been confined to this narrow track, with the exception of a small open 
seating area at the southern end of the track. The construction of the track has impacted on the woodland soils, but 
only in a very limited way, and nothing compared to the numerous tracks, coach roads and footpaths which have 
been dug out and created through the woodland historically and more recently. I have to say I was quite impressed by 
the quality and tidiness of the track made and admired the enterprising efforts which had been put in to create their 
own track, rather than expecting one to be provided for them.  
 
If usage and impact is confined to the existing track and an agreement is made that litter is not left and no fires are 
made, then perhaps the woodland could accommodate this kind of low impact usage which provides a constructive 
and athletic outlet for local youngsters who may otherwise be engaging in less sociable activities elsewhere in the 
parish or village? Again perhaps these BMX riders and track makers could be engaged and encouraged to pay in kind 
for their use of the woodland through assistance in its management, perhaps through coppice working parties, which 
could in turn end up with them becoming friends, guardians of the woodland? 

 

There is potentially an issue with the SSSI and Natural England in that the construction and use of a BMX track would 
likely be regarded as a non-permissible activity in the SSSI part of the woodland. Organised activities generally need 
permission from Natural England, however if discussed with them perhaps they would consent it if no further tracks 
were made or soils disturbed? Or perhaps a low impact BMX track like this could be created elsewhere in The 
Warren, in a part of the woodland which is not SSSI? 
 
Comment on the use of nature conservation volunteers and the establishment of a local group 
Seek out and contact local nature conservation or countryside management projects who may have in-house groups 
of nature conservation volunteers. These projects are generally open to and looking for new sites at which they can 
carry out nature conservation tasks such as coppicing and brash protection of hazel stools, layering of hazel stools, 
creation of rideside scallops, and creation of deadwood habitat piles. 
Contact TCV, The Conservation Volunteers, a national organisation and see if they have any volunteer nature 
conservation groups or green gym groups operating locally who might be interested in working in the wood. 
Look at how other organisations have created their own Community groups or Friends of groups for a local 
woodland. If a local community group were established, then the group and its volunteers can be insured through 
TCV. Take a look at the Logs for Labour model of working as set out by the Oxfordshire Community Woodfuel Project. 
 
Comment on the South Gardens and potential improvement works 
High pruning and crown lifting work carried out on avenue of trees generally looks well done, although on a couple 
of trees the work doesn't look to have been completed with part limbs/branches left not cut back to the main trunk. I 
would have expected them to stack the cordwood, the useable timber which could be used by locals as firewood 
once seasoned and chip the brash rather than stacking it in piles round the edge of the site. Perhaps this could be a 
first job of a new community group to get involved in sorting out and tidying up the South Gardens. 
 
It would help the ponds if the overhanging branches of the pondside trees were cut back as this would reduce the 
amount of leaf litter falling into the ponds and silting them up. This leaf litter and tree debris could be removed, but 
no more than one third of it should be removed in any one year, as many invertebrates will be living within it. All 
removed debris should be left on the bankside for a few days for the invertebrates to return to the ponds. The Pond 
Conservation Trust is likely to have guidance on the management and restoration of ponds which would be a good 
starting point. 
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Photo 18: South Gardens recreational area looking south with the 
avenue of trees to the east & the playground to the west. 

Photo 19: The most southerly of the two ornamental ponds with a 
line of predominantly beech trees along its eastern side. 

 
The village needs to decide what they want from these ponds; to have them as fishing ponds or as functional 
ecological ponds? If the ponds are to be kept stocked with carp, then perhaps a local Carp fishing club could be 
established to make use of them, otherwise and from an ecological perspective the ponds would be better off 
without the carp. They eat the pond weeds and vegetation, stir up the bottom and cloud the water, and will eat most 
other small animals in the pond including amphibians and small fry, baby fish. A community New Years Eve 
celebration Polish style could be organised, where carp or pike is the traditional dish on New Years Eve! Or perhaps 
you could sell the live carp to another local carp fishing lake/club? 
 

Areas of flowering mixed native shrubs could be planted at the northern end and along the eastern boundary of 
South Gardens as a means to visually enhance the edges and boundaries of the site and to provide valuable wildlife 
and bird nesting habitat. Species such as privet, spindle, hawthorn, wayfaring tree, guelder rose, dog/field rose could 
be used, all of which have attractive flowers or berries to provide visual interest to this public recreational area. 

 

5.3. Management of specific woodland features 

The following features have all been identified as present, or likely to be present, within the site, and therefore 
should be duly considered prior to commencing any woodland operations and managed with the following 

considerations in mind. See  Guidance and Further Reading for more detailed guidance on each subject and 
general woodland management. 

 

Again, the field survey carried out here was not exhaustive, and there may be other features that are yet to be 
identified. Any additional features found during the course of operations should be recorded, preferably on a map, 
notified as appropriate and added to any future iterations of this report and/or management plans, so that they may 
be accounted for in the woodland’s management.  

 

5.3.1. Ancient Woodland Soils 

Forest soils which have been relatively undisturbed for centuries by past land use such as ploughing, or more recent 
plantation establishment are a vital resource and provide the essential foundation for the restoration of diverse and 
healthy woodland ecosystems. They hold the history of the woods within them, containing a myriad of microfauna 
and flora, invertebrates and fungi that recycle the woods, their leaves and animals and help make nutrients available 
to trees and wildflowers. They also hold the seedbank for the wood which can lay dormant for years, so that when a 
dense conifer canopy is removed, there may well be wildflowers and tree seeds waiting in the wings to germinate 
and create a new woodland, a fresh start. 

 

Existing access routes should be maintained, with new routes established only where there is clear justification, e.g. 
diverting a route to protect an ancient tree or to enable timber extraction from an area not served by rides. Other 
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soil disturbance, e.g. digging and translocation, should be kept to an absolute minimum. As much as is practically 
possible, vehicle access and in particular timber extraction should be carried out when the ground conditions are 
good and dry, minimising the damage to soils. Rutting and compaction do cause long term damage to the soil 
structure and microflora and fauna.  

 

Fires should be avoided so far as possible, but where absolutely necessary, should avoid any identified features and 
be kept to an absolute minimum number of sites, utilising existing burn sites or fire platforms to raise them from the 
ground. 
 

5.3.2. Protected species 

All operations should be carried out with due diligence to all wildlife, particularly bats and birds during the nesting 
seasons (March-September) irrespective of European protected species (EPS) presence. In all cases, an EPS and 
Woodland Operations (V3) checklist should be completed prior to commencing any operations. Best practice will 
need to be followed wherever EPS are present, otherwise a licence will be required, and information about the 
species presence communicated to operators. Upon discovery of any protected species or nesting site thereof, the 
location should be recorded and reported. Any operations should cease immediately until they can be reviewed, and 

licences sought where appropriate prior to recommencing. See Legislation for forms and further guidance. 

 

No specifically protected species were recorded or are known to be present on the site. However, the presence of at 
least the more common woodland species of bat, e.g. pipistrelles, is extremely likely, whilst dormice may also be 
present, as their habitat requirements are non-specialist and well catered for within the site. For the purposes of 
woodland management, the presence of these species should be assumed during any operations within suitable 
habitat, and due caution taken accordingly. 

 

5.3.3. Deadwood 

Deadwood provides a crucial habitat for many species. It creates nesting and other refuge opportunities for a huge 
variety of fauna, as well as an important food resource for saprophytic species, and many important ecosystem 
services which benefit the woodland and wider community.  

 

The Warren has a fairly good deadwood resource, including a variety of length, volume and species of fallen 
deadwood and some standing deadwood, which is predominantly ash and beech, particularly in Zones 2 & 4. The 
deadwood provides additional habitat niches for many species, as well as various ecosystem services. However, the 
woodland would benefit from the retention of more and larger sections of woody debris, particularly standing, 
where possible, away from the paths and public safety risks.   

 

Existing deadwood, particularly large sections, should be retained intact and in situ wherever possible, with due care 
paid to any operations nearby to avoid damaging or moving large sections of woody matter. Where movement is 
necessary, it should be done with minimal disturbance or cutting to the piece, moving it the minimum distance so 
that ideally the new location should be of similar shade and moisture levels.  

 

Deadwood habitat may be increased simply by retaining it where it stands/falls, but further intervention during 
operations would also be beneficial to expand the resource, both in terms of frequency and individual volumes, 
particularly within the PAWS area. This may be achieved through a variety of techniques, which may take place as 
part of, or during, planned operations, e.g. creating brash and log piles, as happens during hazel coppicing by 
volunteers, ring-barking unwanted trees, rather than felling them, where they would not pose a serious threat to 
safety. 

 

5.3.4. Notable Trees 

Operations in general should take care not to damage any notable trees directly or indirectly, e.g. through root, trunk 
or stem damage/compaction by machinery, chemicals or fires. Ideally an exclusion area should be maintained to a 
minimum distance of 15 times the stem diameter, or five metres from the canopy (whichever is the greater 
distance). It would also be beneficial to seek opportunities to recruit future notable trees, e.g. through pollarding, 
thinning around selected trees of high potential, and so on. 
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5.3.5. Heritage 

This survey does not constitute a comprehensive review of all heritage features, however anyone working within the 
woodlands should be diligent to the presence of those historic features recorded and marked on the Notable 
Features map (see Map 4), and to their potential presence within all zones, in order to avoid any damage to them 
during woodland management operations.  

 

Where further features are identified, they should be added to the Notable Features Map and if operations are being 
carried out by a third party in the vicinity of them or which could impact on them, they should be clearly marked on 
the ground as appropriate, especially where operations using heavy machinery are involved. For example, 
earthworks should not be crossed by vehicles, or where this is unavoidable, should be protected by brash mats 
and/or a single point of exit/entry used for all movements. 
 
5.4. Threats and constraints 

5.4.1. Disease 

Further information and guidance on Chalara (Ash Dieback) can be found on the Forestry Commission website at 
https://www.forestry.gov.uk/ashdieback 

 

The larvae or caterpillars of oak processionary moths (OPM) can affect the health of oak trees, people and animals. A 
small outbreak of OPM was recorded in woodlands near Pangbourne in 2010, but no nests have been found since 
2012, so the risk of being affected by OPM should be low, but it would be wise to keep a look out for it. See FC 
website for further information www.forestry.gov.uk/oakprocessionarymoth 

 

Sanitary management practices should be adopted in any situation, but particularly where moving to and from 
known infection areas. This would include regular cleaning of boots, vehicles and tools with a suitable product such 
as Propellar. It is also important to check the provenance and biosecurity of any plant material being imported onto 
the site for planting, so far as possible, to prevent infection by Chalara or phythopthora. 

 

Problems with coarse or invasive understorey vegetation 

5.4.2. Invasive species 

Invasive species, including Rhododendron, Cherry laurel, Himalyan balsam and Japanese knotweed have a strong 
tendency to spread through woodland understoreys rapidly, and can overwhelm the native trees, shrubs and ground 
flora, primarily by heavily suppressing the understorey, shrub and ground layers of the woodland, through shade, 
competition for other resources, and allelopathic chemicals exuded into the soil from their roots. Invasive species are 
usually of very limited value to wildlife: their non-native nature means that few species have evolved to utilise them. 
They tend also to create a dense impenetrable litter of leaves and brash that do not rot down easily. 

 

Rhododendron (Ponticum ponticum) nor any other invasive species were noted in The Warren, although there was 
mention of laurel in the far western edge of the wood in the 2009 SSSI condition report. 

 

5.4.3. Bramble, Bracken and Holly 

Bramble and holly are present throughout most of The Warren, but it did not pose a risk of dominance at the time of 
surveying. However, if an area is opened up or thinned, caution will need to be taken that bramble doesn't move in 
and take over but is controlled until regnerating shrubs and trees establish. 

 

Although offering some value in terms of habitat and food source for various species, bracken and bramble can also 
become an invasive issue within woodlands. Both bramble and bracken have the potential to increase their 
dominance as and when further thinning takes place and canopy cover is reduced. A certain degree of bramble or 
bracken thicket within each zone is appropriate for bird nesting and feeding opportunities, small mammal habitat 
and a source of blackberries for dormice, cover, tree nursing and so on. However, they should ideally be prevented 
from becoming consistently dominant, i.e. in large dense thickets above waist height, with little persisting 
underneath, particularly where light-demanding ground flora are present. This is particularly important for bracken, 

http://www.forestry.gov.uk/oakprocessionarymoth
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as the dense thatch created on the ground prevents the majority of seedlings from pushing through and thus 
establishing: broadleaf regeneration can be halted in the worst affected areas. 
 
Gradual thinning, and thus manipulation of light levels, is considered most appropriate when restoring ancient 
woodlands. The response of the ground flora to this should be carefully monitored, and thinning cycles extended 
accordingly should bracken or bramble threaten to invade too great a proportion of the site at any one time.  

  
5.4.4. Fire 

As with every woodland there is a risk of fire, but it is limited at The Warren by the nature of the predominantly 
broadleaf woodland. 

 

5.5. Logistical and Practical Considerations for Operations 

 

5.5.1. Felling Licences 

As previously stated, a felling licence may be required in order to achieve some of the recommendations within this 
report, primarily the thinning work. It is suggested that the recommendations given are considered and their 
feasibility assessed, and a work programme drawn up of the woodland management operations to be carried out 
over the next 5-10 years. Thus, a rough idea of volumes involved can be arrived at, and the need for a felling licence 
assessed. For example, if more than 5m3 volume (roughly two large trees) of timber more than 10cm in diameter 
were to be thinned in any calendar quarter, this would require a Forestry Commission felling licence.  

 

5.5.2. Management Plans 

A full FC-approved management plan would also be required if any of the government’s new Countryside 
Stewardship (CS) grants are to be sought. This would also extend the felling licence granted from 5 years to 10 years 
and would be beneficial for the long-term management of the woodland as a whole.  

 

5.5.3. Woodland Grants 

The Warren may be eligible for woodland grants, if desired, being of sufficient size (over 3ha), and containing priority 
woodland types (ASNW and woodland with public access). Again, a full FC-approved management plan would need 
to be in place in order to access the grants. Options under the new CS scheme include payments for PAWS 
restoration (AWR), rhododendron removal, re-coppicing, thinning, access improvements, and other woodland 
management, and may therefore be worth considering for 2016 and beyond.  Further information about FC grants is 
available at  https://www.forestry.gov.uk/england-grants and guidance on other funding options is also available 
from Martin Hugi at the Woodland Trust upon request. 

 

Information on management plans, applying for felling licenses and grants is listed in Section 7 Guidance and Further 
Reading. 

 

5.5.4. Timings 

Any operations should take due care to avoid damaging or disturbing wildlife, including nests etc, with particular care 
taken around any protected species that may be found. Information on these species and the legislation protecting 

them is listed in Section 7. Legislation. 

 

Taking consideration of ground conditions, nesting birds and bats, and various other factors, the optimum window of 
opportunity for the most invasive works involving heavy machinery is late summer/early autumn through to late 
winter, subject to the ground conditions being dry and firm enough to avoid compaction, rutting and soil damage. 
However it may be prudent to carry out some limited, low-impact operations at other times, with due consideration 
given to wildlife, in order to achieve the management objectives and protect the woodland soils. 

 

 

 

https://www.forestry.gov.uk/england-grants
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5.5.5. Working at a Landscape-Scale 

Much of the surrounding woodland on neighbouring properties is of a similar character and condition. It may 
therefore be worthwhile to seek opportunities to work with neighbouring landowners in order to manage the 
woodland collectively, and thus increase efficiency, open up new markets for woodland products, share knowledge, 
and save money on equipment costs and so on. It is also possible to apply for grants for multiple woodlands within 
the same area where an agreement can be met between the owners: this can help to make the process more 
efficient and potentially give the application more weight.  

 
5.6. Monitoring 

It is recommended that each zone within the site be re-assessed within five years, or as part of a wider management 
plan review, e.g. at 3 and 5 years. This may be done using the Woodland Trust pro-forma or equivalent, and the 
original survey as a baseline. This should help to elucidate progress to date with the restoration process, and 
evaluate any adjustments required for continuation of the process.  
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6 Glossary 

AONB: Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty 

ASNW: Ancient Semi-Natural Woodland, i.e. woodland continuously present for at least 400 years 

AWI: Ancient Woodland Inventory, which lists all known ancient woodlands within the UK. OR Ancient Woodland 
Indicator, a species of flora known to be strongly associated with ancient woodlands 

Ancient Woodland Indicator species (AWIs): Woodland specialist species which indicate the woodland soils and 
habitat haven't been disturbed for many centuries and thereby indicate the woodland is ancient woodland. 

AWR: Ancient Woodland Restoration 

Coppice: Trees/shrubs that are cut down to their base (stool) to promote the production of numerous shoots from 
the stool, which are then used for various purposes. Stools can also establish naturally 

CS: Countryside Stewardship, EU-funded grants system for farming and woodlands 

EPS: European Protected Species 

FC: Forestry Commission 

ha.: Hectares 

Halo-thinning/halo-release: Staggered removal of competing canopy around an ancient/veteran tree  

HLF: Heritage Lottery Fund 

LiDAR: Laser-based aerial scans, used here to show underlying terrain within woodlands 

Mast year: A year when oak trees produce a bumper crop of acorns. 

Mycorrhizae: symbiosis between tree roots and fungi, performing crucial functions for both organisms 

NCA: National Character Area 

PAWS: Plantations on Ancient Woodland Sites 

Pollard: Similar to coppice, but trees are cut at a height, usually to avoid shoot browsing by livestock/deer. 

Pre-plantation trees: Site native trees that pre-date the establishment of a plantation 

RAWS: Restored Ancient Woodland Sites, that were previously PAWS 

Secondary woodland: Woodland established within the last 400 years 

Seed fell: Felling seed source trees into open areas, during a mast (high seed production) period, in order to sow 
seeds directly into the soil, and thus promote natural regeneration 

Shaw: Narrow strip of woodland, usually a vestige of larger woodland along an old boundary 

Singling: Removal of all but one stem from a coppice stool, to grow on as a standard 

SNCI: Site of Nature Conservation Interest 

SSSI: Site of Special Scientific Interest 

sp(p).: Species (plural). Indicates that a plant(s) may be one of various species within a group/genus 

Standard: A single-stemmed tree, usually widely spaced and left to grow on to maturity. 

Stub: Tree cut at roughly waist height and then allowed to resprout from that point. Often used as boundary markers 
along the top of ditch and bank systems 

Target thin: Gradually removing trees whose canopies compete with a selected tree, or group of trees, of high future 
potential, in order to provide ideal growing conditions for said tree(s) 

 

7 Guidance and Further Reading 

Some of the publications listed below are now out of print. PDF and/or hard copies of most items are available from 
the project officer upon request, or from the appropriate website. 

 

7.1. Ancient woodland restoration and continuous cover forestry 

Forestry Commission (1999). What is Continuous Cover Forestry?  Information Note 29. Forestry Commission England, 
Edinburgh, UK. Available at: http://www.forestry.gov.uk/website/publications.nsf/WebpubsbyISBN/0855385081. 

Forestry Commission (2004). Transforming even-aged conifer stands to continuous cover management.  Information 
Note 40 (Revised). Forestry Commission, Edinburgh. Available at: 
http://www.forestry.gov.uk/PDF/fcin040.pdf/$FILE/fcin040.pdf.  

Forestry Commission (2013). Choosing stand management methods for restoring planted ancient woodland sites. 
Forestry Commission Practice Guide. Forestry Commission, Edinburgh, UK. ISBN 978-0-85538-885-0. 

http://www.forestry.gov.uk/website/publications.nsf/WebpubsbyISBN/0855385081
http://www.forestry.gov.uk/PDF/fcin040.pdf/$FILE/fcin040.pdf
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North Wessex Downs AONB (2013). BeWILD Legacy Report. Can be downloaded from 

 http://www.northwessexdowns.org.uk/publications-resources/biodiversity-2.html 

Pryor, S.N., Curtis, T.A., and Peterken, G.F. (2002). Restoring plantations on ancient woodland sites: Conversion to native 
woodland or conservation of ancient woodland communities? The Woodland Trust, Grantham, UK. 

The Woodland Trust (2005). The conservation and restoration of plantations on Ancient Woodland Sites. The Woodland 
Trust, Grantham, UK. 

The Woodland Trust (2015). Ancient Woodland Restoration, An introductory guide to the principles of restoration 
management. The Woodland Trust, Grantham, UK.  

Thompson, R.N., Humphrey, J.W., Harmer, R. and Ferris, R. (2003). Restoration of native woodland on ancient woodland 
sites. Forestry Commission Practice Guide. Forestry Commission, Edinburgh, UK. ISBN 0 85538 579 0. 

7.2. Ecology 

English Nature (2002). The ecological impact of sweet chestnut coppice silviculture on former ancient, broadleaved 
woodland sites in south-east England. English Nature Research Report 627. English Nature, Peterborough, UK. ISSN 
0967-876X. 

Hall, J.E., Kirby, K.J. and Whitbread, A.M. (2004). National Vegetation Classification, field guide to woodland. Joint 
Nature Conservation Committee, Peterborough, UK. ISBN 1 861075545. 

Humphrey, J. and Bailey, S. (2012). Managing deadwood in forests and woodlands. Forestry Commission Practice Guide. 
Forestry Commission, Edinburgh, UK. ISBN 978-0-85538-857-7. 

Pond Conservation, (2010). Pond Management Guide Summary sheet. Available to download from: 
http://freshwater.dev3.oneltd.eu/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/Pond-Management-guide-Summary-
sheet-Apr10.pdf. 

Rose, F. (1999). Indicators of ancient Woodland. The use of vascular plants in evaluating ancient woods for nature 
conservation. In: British Wildlife 10 (4), pp. 241-251. British Wildlife Publishing, Oxford, UK. 

The Wildlife Trusts. Managing Woody Debris in Rivers, Streams and Floodplains. The Wildlife Trusts, Newark, UK. 

7.3. Funding 

Natural England (2015). Countryside Stewardship manual. Woodland Grants. 
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/countryside-stewardship-manual. Natural England, UK.  

7.4. Invasive species 

Natural England (2008). Bracken management and control. Technical Information Note TIN048. Natural England, UK. 

Stables, C. (2010). Laurel Removal. http://www.woodlands.co.uk/blog/flora-and-fauna/laurel-removal/. 
Woodlands.co.uk, London, UK. 

The Woodland Trust (2015). AWR Information Sheet - Bramble. The Woodland Trust, Grantham, UK. 

The Woodland Trust (2015). AWR Information Sheet - Rhododendron. The Woodland Trust, Grantham, UK. 

7.5. Legislation 

Forestry Commission (2011). The UK Forestry Standard. Forestry Commission, Edinburgh. ISBN: 978-0-85538-830-0. 
Available to download from: http://www.forestry.gov.uk/ukfs. 

Forestry Commission England (2014). Safeguarding European Protected Species. http://www.forestry.gov.uk/england-
protectedspecies. Forestry Commission England, Bristol, UK. 

Forestry Commission (2015). Felling Licences. http://www.forestry.gov.uk/england-fellinglicences. Forestry Commission, 
Bristol, UK. 

UK Environmental Law Association (2014). Law & Your Environment: Wildlife and Countryside. 
http://www.environmentlaw.org.uk/rte.asp?id=34. UK Environmental Law Association, Dorking, UK. 

7.6. Managing veteran trees 

Lonsdale, D. (Ed) (2013). Ancient and other veteran trees: further guidance on management. The Tree Council, London, 
England. ISBN 978-0-904853-09-4. 

7.7. Management Plans 

Forestry Commission (2015). Woodland Management Plan. http://www.forestry.gov.uk/england-managementplan. 
Forestry Commission, Bristol, UK. 

7.8. Pests and diseases 

Forestry Commission Scotland (2007). Controlling Grey Squirrel Damage to Woodlands. Practice Note. Forestry 
Commission Scotland, Edinburgh, UK. ISBN 978-0-85538-735-8. 

Forestry Commission (2015). Tree Diseases. http://www.forestry.gov.uk/treediseases. Forestry Commission, Bristol, UK. 

Meadows, C. (2016). Ink disease summary. Plumpton College, Plumpton, UK. 

The Deer Initiative (2011-12). Best Practice: Deer Management. Best Practice Guides. 
http://www.thedeerinitiative.co.uk/best_practice/deer_management.php. The Deer Initiative, Wrexham, UK. 

http://freshwater.dev3.oneltd.eu/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/Pond-Management-guide-Summary-sheet-Apr10.pdf
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